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TO DIRECTOR FBI/ROUTINE/INFO/
FBI ALBUQUERQUE/PRIORITY/
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BT
SECRET
CITE: //3110//
PASS: ID INTD, CI-1C; SA PHOENIX
DIVISION, YUMA RA.

SUBJECT: WEIZMANN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE;
ESPIONAGE - ISRAEL; DD: BUFFALO.

THIS ENTIRE COMMUNICATION IS CLASSIFIED "SECRET:"

RE PHOENIX AIRTEL DATED OCT. 19, 1992 CAPTIONED
WEIZMANN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE; ESPIONAGE -
ISRAEL; DD: PHOENIX," PHOENIX FILE 65W-PX-48110, AND BUFF.
RE PHOENIX AIRTEL SET LEAD FOR ALBUQUERQUE DIVISION TO INTERVIEW _______ AND _______ AT NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY CONCERNING THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF THE ACTIVITIES OF _______; WEIZMANN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE, REHOVOT, ISRAEL, OR USER IDENTIFICATION UUCP. IN ADDITION, OBTAIN COPIES OF ALL RECORDS AND COMPUTER COMMUNICATION LOGS CONCERNING ABOVE NAMES. DETERMINE THE NATURE OF ANY INFORMATION STORED IN OR TRANSMITTED BY THE COMPUTERS UNDER ANY OF THE ABOVE NAMES. OBTAIN COPIES OF ALL RECORDS OF ALL CONNECTIONS MADE WITH MILITARY COMPUTER NETWORKS OR GOVERNMENT AGENCIES.

RE BUFFALO TELETYPE ADVISED OF CORRECT SPELLING OF SUBJECT'S FIRST NAME AS _______ DESIGNATION OF BUFFALO AS OFFICE OF ORIGIN IN CAPTIONED MATTER, AND SET LEADS FOR OTHER DIVISIONS.

LEAD: ALBUQUERQUE AT NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY: COVER LEAD AS SET FORTH IN RE PHOENIX AIRTEL AND SUMMARIZED ABOVE, AND REPORT RESULTS TO BUFFALO. FOR INFORMATION, FBIMQ AND DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (DOJ) DISCUSSIONS CONTINUE RE CAPTIONED
MATTER. ALBUQUERQUE IS REQUESTED TO COVER LEAD EXPEDITIOUSLY AND ADVISE BUFFALO. RESULTS ARE TO BE INCLUDED IN A REQUEST TO [REDACTED]

CT BY 3786; B ON QADR.
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FBI FACSIMILE
COVERSHEET
CLASSIFICATION

To: FBI HW, INTD - CI-1
(Name of Office)

Facsimile number: (202) 324-3147

From: Buffalo
(Name of Office)

Subject:

Special Handling Instructions: Hand carry to

Originator's Name: 

Originator's Facsimile Number: 65W-BF-2819711

Approved: 

MAR 01, '93 12:04 GLT

RECEIVED

FEEDBACK OF INVESTIGATION

FBI FACSIMILE

BUFFALO DIVISION

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-10-2012 BY UC60322LP/PLJ/CC
FROM: SECTION CI-1
INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

TO: INTERNAL SECURITY SECTION
CRIMINAL DIVISION

SUBJECT: WEIZMANN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE;
ESP-ISRAEL; 00: BF

( ) PLEASE PROVIDE PROSECUTIVE OPINION.

( ) PLEASE PROVIDE AUTHORIZATION FOR INVESTIGATION
REQUESTED ON PAGE ___ OF REFERENCED COMMUNICATION.

( ) PLEASE PROVIDE RESPONSE TO REQUEST ON PAGE ___ OF
REFERENCED COMMUNICATION.

( ) PLEASE CALL CONCERNING CAPTIONED CASE.

( ) PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR COMMENTS REGARDING

(X) FOR INFORMATION

IN REPLY, PLEASE RESPOND TO INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS
SPECIALIST [ ] FEDERAL BUREAU OF
INVESTIGATION HEADQUARTERS, INTELLIGENCE DIVISION,
CI-1C, ROOM 4226, TELEPHONE NUMBER [ ]

Classified by: G-3
Declassify on: OADR

SECRET
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-10-2012 BY UC60322LP/FLJ/CC
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